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Berenberg Macro Flash 

Greece’s longGreece’s longGreece’s longGreece’s long----awaited list severely limits Syriza’s reform reversalsawaited list severely limits Syriza’s reform reversalsawaited list severely limits Syriza’s reform reversalsawaited list severely limits Syriza’s reform reversals and imposes fiscal discipline. It may im-
prove the effectiveness of the welfare system and reduce the weight of private sector debts and arrears on activity. 
But instead boosting employment and investment by going further on making labour market more flexible and 
cutting taxes for business, Syriza will plug fiscal gaps by raising taxes on entrepreneurs and strengthen the un-
ions in collective bargaining. That is a significantly worse policy outlook than in November last year under the 
previous Samaras government. Greece’s reforms will fall significantly behind Spain or Portugal. As a result, 
Greece will not enjoy the dynamic and resilient recovery these countries are having. Fiscal targets will be more 
painful to reach, which may be politically tricky and require Eurozone financial support for longer. 
 
The Eurozone is likely to aThe Eurozone is likely to aThe Eurozone is likely to aThe Eurozone is likely to approve the dealpprove the dealpprove the dealpprove the deal. It is likely to deflate the populist threat as there is too little in it to 
make Greece an enviable example for populists elsewhere. For Syriza, it contains a number of face-saving com-
promises that may keep Prime Minister Tsipras in power. If approved and ratified, the short-term risk of a Greek 
euro exit may recede further. We had already reduced the probability from 35% to currently 25% after the agree-
ment on Friday. However, a clean bail-out exit and thus the restoration of economic sovereignty as in Portugal, 
Ireland or Spain remains a distant prospect. 
 
WHAT THE LIST CONTAINSWHAT THE LIST CONTAINSWHAT THE LIST CONTAINSWHAT THE LIST CONTAINS    
Athens’ list of reform contains a plethora of reform commitments in public finances, welfare, product and labour 
market reforms, banking and taxation. Some of the most important measures are: 

• Getting tough on tax evasion and corruption. But we doubt that Greece can achieve the envisaged amounts of 
€2.5bn from tax evaders and €1,5bn from cigarette and gasoline smugglers; 

• Reduce welfare fraud by using cross-checks to identify non-eligible recipients; 

• Grant universal access to medical services but control health expenditure; 

• Reduce operational costs of ministries; 

• Reform the pension system, discourage early retirement, but not cut payments; 

• Reform public sector pay safeguarding that the wage bill will not increase; 

• Reform repayment of tax and social security arrears only in agreement with troika; 

• Respect the independence of the HFSF and the banking system. Foreclosure rules will only be changed in 
collaboration with the banks and the troika; 

• Ongoing privatisations will be completed, but no firm commitment to new privatisations; 

• Unions will be strengthened in collective bargaining, but minimum wage only in agreement with institutions. 
Greece adds the International Labour Organisation (ILO) to the list of advisors, which is an ardent supporter 
of high minimum wages; 

• Product market reforms by removing barriers to competition and strengthening competition authorities 

• Fighting a “humanitarian crisis” in a fiscally neutral way. 
 
If done wellIf done wellIf done wellIf done well, some of these measures will make Greece’s welfare system more effective and fund it in a fairer way. 
Dealing with foreclosures, tax and social security arrears would reduce the debt overhang and may even help 
banks resume their role of funding the economy. Most labour reforms of the previous government will only be 
reversed if the fiscal and competitive situation permits it. And potentially, the new government may go further in 
breaking up cartels and deregulating services and product markets than the old government did. 
 
WHAT THE LIST DOES NOT CONTAINWHAT THE LIST DOES NOT CONTAINWHAT THE LIST DOES NOT CONTAINWHAT THE LIST DOES NOT CONTAIN    
However, there are important improvements for the Greek economy which the list does not contain: 
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• Tax cuts Tax cuts Tax cuts Tax cuts and simplificationand simplificationand simplificationand simplification to encourage investment: much of the initial fiscal adjustment in 2010/11 was 
done by increasing taxes and improving collection already. The burden of high taxes and tough enforcement 
is weighing on businesses. 

• Further flexibilisation of the labour marketflexibilisation of the labour marketflexibilisation of the labour marketflexibilisation of the labour market to foster job creation. Greece has improved in the World Eco-
nomic Forum’s labour market flexibility rankings, but having reached 118

th
 place in the world for the flexibil-

ity of wage negotiation or 92
nd

 place for hiring and firing practices does not allow easing up on reforms yet. 

• Improvement of the education systemImprovement of the education systemImprovement of the education systemImprovement of the education system. In the Eurozone, only Cyprus received a worse score in the OECD’s 
PISA education test in 2012. 

 
NEXT STEP: EUROZONE RATIFICATIONNEXT STEP: EUROZONE RATIFICATIONNEXT STEP: EUROZONE RATIFICATIONNEXT STEP: EUROZONE RATIFICATION    
If the Eurozone finance ministers agree on the list, which we expect, the ratification process of member states can 
start, including parliamentary votes in Germany, the Netherlands, Finland and Estonia. That should be a formali-
ty. Greece will then detail and legislate the reforms by end-April and then start negotiating a new-follow-up pro-
gramme with fresh money for the bond repayments in July and August. Three major risks remain: 
 
1. Greece’s double populist coalition may still scupper the deal by trying to implement some election promises 

such as reversing labour market reforms, claiming wrongly that they do not affect the fiscal outlook. 
2. The Greek government may fall apart as its ultra-left or ultra-right elements rebel against Tsipras’s de facto 

U-turn. 
3. Concluding the pending final review of the current bailout programme in the next two months will be tough. 

In November, the troika had reportedly claimed that the budget plans of the old government fell short by 
€1.5bn. After the serious downturn in the Greek economy caused by the rise of Syriza since December and the 
€1bn tax shortfall in January alone, the gap must now be much bigger and hence more difficult to bridge. 
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